ON LATVIAN ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS HAVING A ROOT-END
k, g

In East Baltic beside u-stem adjectives there were adverbs derived from them, and characterized by the formant -ai and the consonant -j- placed between the root of the word and the adverb formant. This situation is still preserved in Lithuanian, e. g. drąsūs ‘bold’ — drąsiai ‘boldly’, gardūs ‘tasty’ — gardžiai ‘tastily’. There is no such correspondence in Latvian any longer, neither are there u-stem adjectives, they have changed into o-stems. Alongside with the transition of all u-stem adjectives into o-stems, an unstable situation was created in the language, as beside some o-stem adjectives there were adverbs with -j- before the formant -ai, while beside other ones there were adverbs lacking this -j-. This discordance was levelled, but the dialects of Latvian had different ways. In High Latvian adverbs, beside all o-stem adjectives the consonant -j- was generalized, e. g. drūoss — drūoši, garšs — garšī (from the old u-stem), as well as rets ‘rare’ — reši ‘rarely’, lēts ‘cheap’ — lēši ‘cheaply’ (from the old o-stems). In Low Latvian, on the contrary, the difference between the stem-end consonants of the adjectives and the adverbs was levelled by choosing either one or the other variant, e. g. drūošs — drūoši, tūmšs ‘dark’ — tūmši ‘darkly’, or garšs — garšī, salšs ‘sweet’ — saldi ‘sweetly’.

A special problem is created by those adjectives and adverbs whose stems end in the consonants k and g. It seems that no adverbs (neither those derived from the old u-stems nor those derived from the o-stems) have the expected consonant c or dz. There are but two exceptions: adjective līdzs ‘similar; level’ — adverb līdzi ‘along, together with’, and smālks, also smālcs ‘fine’ — smālci ‘finely’. These words will be discussed below.

Thus both in literary Latvian and in Low Latvian we have only k and g, e. g. jaūks ‘nice’ — jaūki ‘nicely’, smags ‘heavy’ — smagi ‘heavily’, maīgs ‘tender’ — maigi ‘tenderly’, et al. In High Latvian k and g are just palatalized before the adverb formant -i, but there is no consonant iotation. This has even been noted in dialect descriptions, e. g. at Aknīste mīrēgi ‘quietly’, gūdēgi ‘honestly’, smaģi, il'gi ‘for a long time’, smuki ‘nicely’, smalki (Ancītis, 1977, 131, 206); at Dignāja smaļki, ilgi, gūdēgi, mīrēgi (Indāne, 1986, 88–89); dūargi ‘expensively’, mūžēgi ‘eternally’, smagi, smājki at Susēja (FBR VII 144), smagi, dūšēgi ‘bravely’, tīceīgi
‘piously’ at Birži (FBR XII 89); smaļki at Barkava (FBRXIII 30); dòrgi, smagi at Zasa (FBR XIII 90); smalki, dòušēgi at Sunākste (FBR XVI 54); smagi, smalki at Nereta (FBR XIX 110); smagi, šmuki, skăudeigi ‘enviously’, si̇dėigi ‘angrily’, baileigi ‘timidly’ at Lubāna (FBR XVII 133); smagi at Praudiena (FBR VI 113), et al. In the dialects of Latgale forms like dòordži ‘expensively’, smaļči ‘finely’ may appear, but the -dži, -či in these words have arisen from -gi and -ki, not from -dzi and -ci (cf. Endzelīns, La. gr., 187).

Why are then all the other consonants iotaed in adverbs, and why are k and g not? The answer to the question apparently ought to be associated with the Latvian phonetic process *kj, *gj > c, dz in general. The process (including *k, *g > c, dz preceding a front vowel e or i), as it was stated by J. Endzelīns (La. gr., 94, 171, 185), was the first phonetic change to separate Latvian from Lithuanian. Besides, other phonetic processes of the language show us that the consonants c, dz had very early lost their original palatal characteristics (Endzelīns, La. gr., 94). Therefore the combinations *kj, *gj soon differed, as to their place in the phonological system of Latvian, from other combinations of a consonant plus j. Associating all these phenomena with the history of the adverbs under discussion, we may presume that initially there has been the following situation in the language:

1. *druosjai, *gardjai, etc.: *jaukjai, *smagjai, etc. Then *kj, *gj turned into *č, *dž-

When the combinations of other consonants plus j turned into single phonemes, and *c, *dz lost their palatalization, the situation was like this:


At that time the morphonological alternation of the root morphs of the derived adverb and the adjective was the following:

|druo(s)’| : | druos|, |gar(d)’ž’| : |gard| and
|jauč| : |jauk|, |smadz| : |smag|.

Thus here are two kinds of alternation chains. On the one hand, [palatal consonant]: [non-palatal consonant], on the other hand [non-palatal consonant]: [non-palatal consonant]. Besides, the alternation c:k, dz:g in this case was not motivated by the phonetic position either – consonants c and dz in those adverbs were situated before the back vowel, i.e. formant -ai. Thus a perfectly suitable situation is created for the consonants c and dz to be pushed out of the adverbs and be replaced by k and g.

In general, the k:c, g:dz alternation may be long-living, too. It is observed in Latvian verbs, e.g. jaук-t ‘to mix’: jauc-u ‘I mix’; luoc-īt ‘to bend’: luok-a ‘bends’; bēg-u ‘I flee’: bēdz ‘you flee’, et al., in derivatives, e.g. jauk-t : jauc-enis ‘mixture’;
dārg-s ‘dear’ : dārdz-ināt ‘to raise the price’, et al. Partly, of course, the alternation is supported by the phonetic position of the consonant c, dz before the front vowels. However, there are forms of a structure similar to the adverbs under discussion, e. g. jauc ‘mixes’ < *jauc-a < *jaukj-a, or lēc-u ‘I jump’ < *lekj-o, whose root ĝ shows that no secondary palatalization has occurred here.

It is manifested also by the data of Slavonic languages, that the alternations k:c and g:z, having arisen after the 2nd or 3rd palatalization may be well preserved; so it is in Ukrainian, Polish, Sorbian, Czech, and partly in other Slavonic languages. In this case it is not so very important, that a phonetically different alternation g:z corresponds to the Latvian alternation g:dz. Still, there is a certain tendency in Slavonic languages to level the paradigms of words, replacing the consonant c by k (or z by g); so it is in Russian, Slovak, Slovenian (cf. Bhrenštějn, 1974: 55, 66; Shevelov, 1964: 296).

One more trait differentiating the Latvian k:c, g:dz alternations from other j-determined alternations is the following: they do not function in one system. One must consider also the fact that the parts of other alternations have originated from consonant plus j combinations only, whereas c and dz have originated before a front vowel as well.

In declension, the k:c, g:dz alternation appears in dialects in the paradigm of o-stem adjectives, e. g. at Skaista the nom. pl. peliēci ‘gray’, dat. peliēcim (Endzelīns, La. gr., 184). There is no other alternation in the paradigm of o-stems. Whereas in the paradigm of ijo-stem nouns the j-determined alternation is found in the gen. sg. and in all the pl. cases, while there is no k:c, g:dz alternation; in all the cases you get c, dz only: lācis ‘bear’, dadzis ‘burr’ (in the gen. sg. and in the pl. there is even secondary iotation c+j > ĉ; dz+j > dz: lāča, dadža et al.) Neither is there any k:c, g:dz alternation in ė-, iā-, i-stem paradigms; they, too, have only c, dz and secondary ĉ, dz.

In the verbal system the use of the k:c, g:dz alternation and other j-determined alternations differs, too. In the o-stem paradigm we find only the k:c, g:dz alternation, e. g. pērku ‘I buy’ : pērc ‘you buy’, dēgu ‘I burn’ : dedz ‘you burn’; there are no other alternations. Both kinds of alternations may be found in the ĭo-stem paradigm, though in different forms. As parts of the k:c, g:dz alternation, k and g are met in the infinitive stem only; in other forms there are c and dz, e. g. jauk-t ‘to mix’ : jauc-u ‘I mix’, jauc ‘you mix’, jauc ‘mixes’, jauc-am ‘we mix’, jauc-at ‘ye mix’, seg-t ‘to cover’ : sēdz-u ‘I cover’, sēdz ‘you cover’, sēdz ‘covers’, sēdz- am ‘we cover’, sēdz-at ‘ye cover’. Other alternation chains have forms lacking j in the 2nd person sg., e. g. cies-u ‘I suffer’, cies ‘suffers’, cies-am ‘we suffer’, cies-at ‘ye suffer’ : ciet ‘you suffer’; ber-u ‘I strew’, ber ‘strews’, ber-am ‘we strew’, ber-at ‘ye strew’ : ber ‘you strew’; plēšu ‘I tear’, plēš ‘tears’, plēš-am ‘we tear’, plēš-at ‘ye tear’ : plēs ‘you
tear'. In the i-stem paradigm there is a c or dz in all the forms — rėduz, redzi, redz, redzim, redzit 'see', but other alternations are to be found, e.g. sēžu 'I sit' : sēdi 'you sit', sēd 'sits', sēd-im 'we sit', sēd-it 'ye sit'. (At present, i-stems are found in some dialects only, yet at the time when the consonant c or dz was replaced by k or g in adverbs, i-stem verbs were widely spread.) In the paradigm of ā-stem verbs the k:c, g:dz alternation originally contrasted the stems of the infinitive and the present, e.g. luoku ‘I bend’, etc. : luocit ‘to bend’. Later, though, this alternation is sometimes eliminated by generalizing the c of the infinitive (and past) stem instead of k: luocu ‘I bend’, luoci, luoca, lucām, luocāt. In ā-stem paradigms there is no other j-determined alternation. The rest of the verbal stems (ājo-, ējo-, ijo-, ōjo-) have no alternations at all.

Thus, as we see, the alternations k:c and g:dz differed from the other j-determined consonant interchanges not only as to their phonological characteristics but also as to their morphological use. For that reason, it is not so difficult to suppose that in Latvian, after in adverbs and corresponding adjectives the following alternation chains had formed:

* druo(š')-ai : *druos-us, *gar(d)(ž')-ai : *gard-us and
* jauc-ai : *jauk-us, *smadz-ai : *smag-us,

the further development was introduction of k and g into adverbs instead of c and dz:


And in this case no longer did the end-consonant of the root-morph of the u-stem adjectives and adverbs differ from the o-stem adjective and adverb root-morphs in k, g, e.g. *mierig-as ‘peaceful’ : *mierig-ai ‘peacefully’. At the time when the adjectival declension was levelled, i.e., u-stems were replaced throughout by o-stems, the above-mentioned situation occurred, when beside some o-stem adjectives (originally) there were adverbs of o-stem extraction (now the discussed original u-stem adjectives in root-end consonants k and g were adapted to them, too). Beside other o-stem adjectives having originated from u-stems there were adverbs of o-stem extraction, characterized by the iotation of the stem-end consonant. This kind of difference could not be stable. A levelling started, which created today's situation.

Two adjectives and adverbs still having root-end c, dz are to be mentioned separately: smālcs and līdzs. The adjective līdzs ‘similar; even’, found in olden writings and in dialects (Saikava, Grauzdupe, Pļaviņas — EH I 747; Kliaums / lydza zemme (Elg. Dict. 234), Lyka, naelydza, netaitna waeta [vietā] (Elg. Dict. 272), Ta debbeso walšiba ir lydza wenam raugam. (Elg. Ev. 28), Ta Debbelo = Walštiba
irr lihdla weenam $innepes Graudinam.. (Bīb. JT 29), ..vnde khas neelitcze gir, buus litczam tapt (Ev.² 190)), has obtained its dz from the adverb līdzi which, in its turn, could preserve the consonant dz under the influence of other adverbs and prepositions of this root, e. g. līdz, līdza, līdzā, līdzai, līdzās, līdze, līdzu, līdzuōs (ME II 479-482). They date back from the period of East Baltic, as these adverbs and prepositions are used in Lithuanian as well: lig, līg, ligi, līgiai. In addition, the use of dz in the adjective could be influenced by the suffixed words of the same root līdzens ‘even, level’, līdzigs ‘similar’.

The adjective smačs ‘fine’, used in South Courland (Bārta, Dunika, Kaķe, Priekule, Nīca – EH II 533; also in a dictionary by Langius of 1685 – lmalts Dweelis (Lang. 64), $malts Leetus (Lang. 138), $malts sahs (Lang. 229), is likely to have obtained its c from the adverb smači which, in its turn, has preserved a relic c for reasons not known to us. Another explanation is possible: both in the adjective smačs and in the adverb smači the consonant c might have originated from the combination t (or probably d) plus s (cf., e. g. smelte ‘siftings’, smiltis ‘sand’), rather than from the consonant k; the way it is in the adjective vecs ‘old’ (cf. Li vētušas, OCS vetčs).
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